Social Security Administration

§ 404.1220

individuals as members of the coverage
group
(1) Who were employees on that date,
and
(2) Whose wages were erroneously reported to IRS, and
(3) For whom a refund of FICA taxes
has not been obtained at the time the
Commissioner.
(Approved by the Office of Management and
Budget under control number 0960–0425)
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[53 FR 32976, Aug. 29, 1988, as amended at 62
FR 38451, July 18, 1997; 66 FR 28836, May 25,
2001]

§ 404.1217 Continuation of coverage.
The coverage of State and local government employees continues as follows:
(a) Absolute coverage group. Generally,
the services of an employee covered as
a part of an absolute coverage group
(see § 404.1205) continue to be covered
indefinitely. A position covered as a
part of an absolute coverage group continues to be covered even if the position later comes under a retirement
system. This includes policemen’s and
firemen’s positions which are covered
with an absolute coverage group.
(b) Retirement system coverage group.
Generally, the services of employees in
positions covered as a part of a retirement system coverage group continue
to be covered indefinitely. For a retirement system coverage group made up
of members who chose coverage, a position continues to be covered until it is
removed from the retirement system
and is no longer occupied by a member
who chose coverage or by a new member of the system. Coverage is not terminated because the positions are later
covered under additional retirement
systems or removed from coverage
under a retirement system, or because
the retirement system is abolished
with respect to the positions. However,
if the retirement system has been abolished, newly created or reclassified positions or positions in a newly created
political subdivision cannot be covered
as a part of the retirement system coverage group. If the retirement system
is not abolished, a newly created or reclassified position is a part of the coverage group if the position would have
been a part of the group had it existed
earlier. If the retirement system cov-

erage group is made up of members
who chose coverage, the newly created
or reclassified position is a part of the
coverage group if it is occupied by a
member who chose coverage or by a
new member.
§ 404.1218

Resumption of coverage.

Before April 20, 1983, an agreement
could be terminated in its entirety or
with respect to one or more coverage
groups designated by the State. Coverage of any coverage group which has
been previously terminated may be resumed by a modification to the agreement.
§ 404.1219 Dissolution of political subdivision.
If a political subdivision whose employees are covered under the agreement is legally dissolved, the State
shall give us satisfactory evidence of
its dissolution or nonexistence. The
evidence must establish that the entity
is not merely inactive or dormant, but
that it no longer legally exists. We will
notify the State whether the evidence
is satisfactory.
HOW TO IDENTIFY COVERED EMPLOYEES
§ 404.1220

Identification numbers.

(a) State and local governments. When
a State submits a modification to its
agreement under section 218 of the Act,
which extends coverage to periods prior
to 1987, SSA will assign a special identification number to each political subdivision included in that modification.
SSA will send the State a Form SSA–
214–CD, ‘‘Notice of Identifying Number,’’ to inform the State of the special
identification number(s). The special
number will be used for reporting the
pre-1987 wages to SSA. The special
number will also be assigned to an
interstate instrumentality if pre-1987
coverage is obtained and SSA will send
a Form SSA–214–CD to the interstate
instrumentality to notify it of the
number assigned.
(b) Coverage group number for coverage
groups. If a State’s agreement provides
coverage for a State or a political subdivision based on designated proprietary or governmental functions, the
State shall furnish a list of those
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groups. The list shall identify each designated function and the title and business address of the official responsible
for filing each designated group’s wage
report. SSA assigns a coverage group
number to each designated group based
on the information furnished in the
list.
(c) Unit numbers for payroll record
units. SSA assigns, at a State’s request,
unit numbers to payroll record units
within a State or political subdivision.
When a State requests separate payroll
record unit numbers, it must furnish
the following:
(1) The name of each payroll record
unit for the coverage group; and
(2) The title and business address of
the official responsible for each payroll
unit.
(d) Unit numbers where contribution
amounts are limited—for wages paid prior
to 1987. An agreement, or modification
of an agreement, may provide for the
computation of contributions as prescribed in § 404.1256 for some employees
of a political subdivision. In this situation, SSA assigns special unit numbers
to the political subdivision to identify
those employees. SSA does not assign a
special unit number to a political subdivision in which the contributions for
all employees are computed as prescribed in § 404.1256.
(e) Use. For wages paid prior to 1987,
the employer shall show the appropriate SSA-issued identifying number,
including any coverage group or payroll record unit number, on records, reports, returns, and claims to report
wages, adjustments, and contributions.
(Approved by the Office of Management and
Budget under control number 0960–0425)
[53 FR 32976, Aug. 29, 1988, as amended at 60
FR 42433, Aug. 16, 1995; 64 FR 33016, June 21,
1999; 66 FR 28836, May 25, 2001]
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WHAT RECORDS OF COVERAGE MUST BE
KEPT
§ 404.1225 Records—for wages paid
prior to 1987.
(a) Who keeps the records. Every State
which enters into an agreement shall
keep, or require the political subdivisions whose employees are included
under its agreement to keep, accurate
records of all remuneration (whether in
cash or in a medium other than cash)

paid to employees performing services
covered by that agreement. These
records shall show for each employee:
(1) The employee’s name, address,
and Social Security number;
(2) The total amount of remuneration
(including any amount withheld as
contributions or for any other reason)
and the date the remuneration was
paid and the period of services covered
by the payment;
(3) The amount of remuneration
which constitutes wages (see § 404.1041
for wages and §§ 404.1047–404.1059 for exclusions from wages); and
(4) The amount of the employee’s
contribution, if any, withheld or collected, and if collected at a time other
than the time such payment was made,
the date collected. If the total remuneration (paragraph (a)(2) of this section) and the amount which is subject
to contribution (paragraph (a)(3) of this
section) are not equal, the reason shall
be stated.
The State shall keep copies of all returns, reports, schedules, and statements required by this subpart, copies
of claims for refund or credit, and copies of documents about each adjustment made under § 404.1265 or § 404.1271
as part of its records. These records
may be maintained by the State or, for
employees of a political subdivision, by
the political subdivision. Each State
shall use forms and systems of accounting as will enable the Commissioner to determine whether the contributions for which the State is liable
are correctly figured and paid.
(b) Place and period of time for keeping
records. All records required by this
section shall:
(1) Be kept at one or more convenient
and safe locations accessible to reviewing personnel (see § 404.1232(a));
(2) Be available for inspection by reviewing personnel at any time; and
(3) Be maintained for at least four
years from the date of the event recorded. (This four-year requirement applies regardless of whether, in the
meantime, the employing entity has
been legally dissolved or, before April
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